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There's a saying "If you try and appeal to everyone you'll end up appealing to no

one. Identifying your customers early in your business journey allows you to

understand who are the most likely to want your services, what motivates them

and the best way to connect and communicate with them. 

Some of the very first questions you need to ask yourself is: Who wants what I'm

selling? Who would find it useful? Who would love it? 

A niche market lets you stay focussed on your core customers and tailor your

messages and services to their specific needs. Of course, niching your market

and targeting your "Ideal clients" doesn't mean you won't get customers who

tick other boxes, it just means you will be able to simplify your marketing

communication that qualifies your clients. 

In this book, you will identify your buyers and the best way to help them make

those key decisions. 

Wishing you inspiration and motivation



When you’re starting a business, it’s tempting to consider the whole world as your

customer. There's an appeal to want to sell to everybody - However, sending

irrelevant messages to generic audiences in the hope that something will stick often

means selling to no one. Your message gets diluted and loses its appeal.

Niching your market is a strategy that focuses on a specific target audience. The

person who cares so deeply about what you’re creating that they’re going to DM you

with how excited they are to work with you. The person who eagerly tells their

friends about their new venture. The person who reshares your social post and

forwards your emails. - That’s who you want to target. That's who is going to grow

your business.

Although it’s hard to turn potential business away, creating accurate customer

profiles enables you to spot a great-fit customer and ensures you understand

exactly what you are and aren’t looking for in a customer. This means you will be

able to free up any resources from trying to target the wrong market and will allow

you to spend more time on those that most likely will be attracted to your services. 

Creating your customer profile or buyer persona will help you decide if your

potential niche is actually a good fit. You can use the data you have about your

current customers and the data you can find about your ideal customers to create a

comprehensive customer profile and then use that profile to adjust your business

communication to better target your marketing efforts to the people who really want

and need your services.

Sometimes, you’ll nail down a niche and work out the ideal customer only to find that

there aren’t enough customers to sustain your business. If that’s the case, it’s time to

start widening your niche and look for different ideal customers. maybe you need to

adjust or diversify your services and business model. 

YOUR CUSTOMERS
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Your Buyer Persona is a fictional

representation of your potential

customers. This is a good starting

point if you are just starting out and

do not have any customers. Your

buyer persona becomes your best fit

depending on your market research. 

Your Buyer Persona should be

dynamic. It should be constantly

evaluated and used to identify any

gaps and trends as well as to adapt

to your customer's needs, to help

you stay up-to-date with any

changes. 

BUYER PERSONA Demographic: The Who

Geographical: The Where

Age
Race/Culture
Gender
Marital Status
Children
Education
Job
Income
Job Title/Role
Company/Industry

Country
State
Region
Postcode

Psychographics: The Why
Personality Traits
Hobbies
Value
Lifestyle
Interests
Communities
What are their personal goals?
What challenges do they face?
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Behavioural: The How
Purchasing Habits
Spending Habits
How much do they spend
How many times do they visit
Where do they spend their
money
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Behavioural: The HowPsychographics: The Why
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CUSTOMER PROFILES
While Buyer Personas are fictional, your Customer Profiles are based on your existing or

past clients. You can use the same criteria as a Buyer Persona but with some added

insight. Because you have data regarding your customer you can identify their similarities

and differences, look for patterns and common traits for instance what do they have in

common - what is their budget?  how did they find you? 

Profiling your customer makes it easier for you to find out their keywords, their pain points,

and what they want to gain you can create your brand's message to align with what they

want to hear. 
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Where do they find their answers?

What problems do they face? 
Where do they get their information?
What type of information do they
value? 
What social media platforms do they
use? 
What things do they have in common
with your other potential customers.
What do they have in common with
you?

Now that you have a better
understanding of your customers and
potential customers you can start to
match your customers' needs with your
own expertise and relevant business
solutions. 

Ask yourself: 

How can you reach them?
How do they get information?
What channels do they use?
What media do they consume?
Do they attend events or
conferences?
Where do they shop?
Are they associated with any 
clubs/organisations/religions/
politcal

What do they have in common?



Psychological

Where do they look to find their answer 
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how did you help them

YOUR CUSTOMERS PROFILE 

What was their Problem &  What do they
want to Gain?

Create your own Customers Profile using your previous customers

Identify their main problem,  Where do they hang out?  Find the common

thread that unites them. 

Demographics

What do they have in common 

Behavioural

Geographical
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want to Gain?
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YOUR NEGATIVE BUYER PROFILE
C U S T O M E R S

Not every client will be a good fit for your business – and that’s okay. Maybe they don’t

have the budget or they have unrealistic views of what you can do for them. Knowing

what types of clients you don’t want can help you spot potential red flags early on.

A Negative Buyer Profile is essentially a composite profile of people you don’t want to

buy from you.

They are the exact opposite of your ideal customer. Creating your negative buyer

profile will allow you to focus your time, resources and energy on those who will most

likely buy from you. 

Who is your Negative Customer

What were their goals?
How aggressive were their goals?
How difficult were they to acquire and
manage?
Why were these clients not profitable?
What were their biggest pain points?
What were their biggest complaints?
What challenges did your team
experience when working with these
clients?
Did you spend more time and/or
money servicing these clients?
Did they express dissatisfaction with
your company? If so, why?
What red flags stand out to you from
your experience?

Can they afford your services?
What are they lifestyle choices,
travel, location?
Can you actually solve their problem
without having to change your
services?

Build Your Negative Customer Profile
The process for creating your negative
buyer profile is similar to your buyer
persona – but there are a few key
differences. Think about past
experiences with clients who weren’t a
great fit for your company 

Your negative persona should include
both demographics and behaviour
identifiers. This could include income, a
description of daily life, challenges,
purchasing behaviour, goals and values
and lifestyle patterns For instance: 

Negative personas not only give you a
better idea of prospects that aren’t a good
fit for your business, they also provide you
with the insights you need to create better
content for your ideal buyer – in turn,
allowing you to understand your target
audience even better.
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Buying Triggers
Nobody wakes up in the morning itching to buy a new service unless they have

a trigger event. A trigger event is a moment when your buyer moves from being

oblivious that they have a problem to being in the market for a solution. For

example, you started to build your business website - you may have tried to

write the content yourself or even hired your niece to write about your services

but haven't had much success. You have casually browsed the internet, looking

for tips and ideas. But now the deadline date for your website launch is

approaching and this very event now acts as the trigger event that gets you

shopping with the intent to hire a copywriter.

WHAT TO DO WITH  BUYING TRIGGERS

Your potential client finish their course in aromatherapy and wants to start their own

business where can you advertise your services?

Your potential client's website crashes as a website developer what keywords could

you use on your blog?

Your potential client's company grows beyond a certain size, and they decide they

need a virtual assistant. What can you do so they know about you?

Once you know what your customer's buying triggers are, you can track them

so you can get in front of your prospects and earn their trust. For example:



Understanding your customers is one of those essential steps that
if done correctly lets you achieve your marketing goals and
objectives quicker and will help you create a more focused
marketing and communication message. 

Put the profiles somewhere you can see them. 

At CUCO we believe in empowering you with the right structure
and frameworks that simplify your communications strategy and
turns your business communication into a human connection. 

Strategic Business Storytelling keeps you Laser-focused on the
right key messages in a way that wins over your audience.

Discover the importance of the right message for the right people
and build a business others will love.

cucoconcepts.com
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